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PARTNERWITHNATURE.ORG FIRE DAMAGE RECOVERY WHISPERS®  
The planet is burning!  

2019’s fires around the globe are shocking.  Practical actions are only half of what is needed.  

The other half that’s needed is YOUR DIRECT AND CONSCIOUS INTERACTION WITH NATURE!  These Healing Whispers® really do 
heal ecological damage such as fire.  How?  Through bioenergy and intention-based synergy of consciousness.   

Use them when you feel despair for the planet because these Whispers will empower YOU!  How?  Because the power of your 
heart and mind are impacting trees and other Beings of Nature who need healing and balance to recover from fire damage 
and withstand extremes of climate change. 


SHARING AND CREDIT
You are welcome to freely share these FIRE DAMAGE RECOVERY WHISPERS, but don’t change them in any way.  

Please send your feedback, stories, and comments to Basia@PartnerWithNature.org.  

Dr. Jim Conroy and Ms. Basia Alexander have extensive experience in California helping the trees/plants/ecosystem members that survived the initial fire 
to avoid growth-failure and to survive and even thrive afterward.  Re-establishing growth in a higher percentage of the survivors is vital to boosting the 
ecosystem into health again.  See their results at PartnerWithNature.org.  

These Whispers are based on the most advanced LightWork and dimensional interactions developed to date by Dr. Jim Conroy.  Please credit Dr. Jim 
Conroy and Ms. Basia Alexander as their authors.  

Please send people to PartnerWithNature.org for insight into the meaning and use of Whispers.  Please check for blog posts or webinars. 

BEGIN HERE:
•Choose or be guided to focus on a particular area of the planet that has active or recent fire.

•When you say (quietly or aloud) each of these Whispers or requests, you are connecting with Nature’s Consciousness, 

Divinity, LIGHT energy, the Elements, and/or other invisible/dimensional helpers.  

•Imagine you are inside a ball of LIGHT, like the sun.  Feel the radiance; feel peaceful. 

•Ask: “Please create a bubble or sphere of protection around me at all levels as I do these Whispers.”  

•Touch/be near a local tree/plant/living Being: you are in a bioenergy overlap with it.  

•Ask permission from it’s deep intelligence: “Will you serve as a go-between for the living beings in the fire-burned 

areas?”   If you perceive a “yes”,  tune-in to its Life Force.  Ask: “Please link me to that burn-area.”  

•You should feel good or positive as you continue.  If you feel bad in any way, stop immediately.  

•Pause between each Whisper, allowing feelings or knowings to arise.  Please take notes.  Share your experiences with 

basia@PartnerWithNature.org or use #HealEcoDamage on social media.


FIRE DAMAGE RECOVERY WHISPERS:
1.“I would like to connect——in humility——with the LIGHT inside of me and the LIGHT within ALL living Beings, sentient 

forms, and Nature’s great consciousness. I am their partner in order to CO-CREATE a healthy and prosperous world for 
All.   I cannot make anything happen; I serve as an intentional and  conscious facilitator by ASKING these things of 
LIGHT and other Divine or dimensional helpers.”   


2.“I ask that Light Energy, Life Energy, Universal Rhythm, Growth Energy, and Sophiia/Gaia’s Life Force be brought into 
this burn-area to fulfill their purposes.”


(continues on page 2…) 
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3.“I know that fire is either coming or has occurred.  ALL LIVING BEINGS OF THE ECOSYSTEM in the burn area: I care for 
you.  I am your partner in your recovery.  We are all united as One.”


4.“ALL LIVING BEINGS OF THE ECOSYSTEM: If you are not yet burned, allow your Life Force and bioenergy to go deep in 
earth so that you can connect with one another.  Reconfigure your networks and energy flows so that they can exist 
deep in the earth, stay connected in community, and support each other in dynamic balance.  


A. “Element of Earth: please coordinate and assist with those preparations as above.

B. “Element of Fire: please integrate peacefully with all the Beings of Nature and conscious forms as you arrive.

C. “Element of Water: please use your many forms to keep all ecosystems members cool and prevent excess 

damage.

D.“Element of Air: please coordinate with the Spirit of the Wind to keep the fire confined. 

E.“Spirits of the Land and of the living Beings of the ecosystem: please meet the Spirit of the fire with serenity.  


5.“ALL LIVING BEINGS OF THE ECOSYSTEM: If you are burned, please allow your Life Force and bioenergy to go back into 
your physical structure based on these conditions:


A. “If that structure can support your goals and innate potentials, please use that structure as appropriate for you.

B. “If that structure has been harmed in any way, please compensate appropriately within your internal 

functionality in order to use that structure to support your goals and innate potentials.  

C. “If that structure is no longer suitable to support your goals and innate potentials, please use your Life Force and 

bioenergy to call forth a new structure out of the void so that your beingness may survive and thrive.  
Regenerate the Forest!  


6.LIFE ENERGY, please shift any Being that is in a decline pattern into a growth pattern.

7.“ALL LIVING BEINGS OF THE ECOSYSTEM: Please heal and reconnect with each other.


A. “Let Light energy, Life Energy, Universal Rhythm, Growth Energy, Sophiia/Gaia connect all of you within and 
between, restore dynamic balance among you, and heal you.  


B. “Make best use of the water that is available.  

C. “Allow circulation and flowing energies to move within and between so that blockages are released and so that 

all goals and innate potentials can be attained.  

D. “In the Light, please reconnect your dimensional-to-physical and physical-to-dimensional rotation.  


8.“Element of Earth: please support new growth and recovery. 

9.“Element of Air: please support food production and respiration.  

10.“Element of Water: please appear in your many forms to rejuvenate all.   

11.“Element of Fire: please bring back coordination of all life processes, i.e. food production, uptake of fluids & 

nutrients, etc.

12.“Spirits of Land, Water, Fire, and Air: please support regeneration of the forest at all levels and in all dimensions.

13.“Thanks to this go-between-Being who has helped me, thanks to all Living Beings and Conscious Forms.  Thanks to 

all invisible helpers. Thanks to myself for doing this.”

14. *** We strongly suggest you do the PartnerWithNature.org Heal Ecological Damage Whispers next.***
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